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I. Background



 COM (2008) 840

The overall transposition of Directive 2004/38/EC is rather disappointing. Not one 
Member State has transposed the Directive effectively and correctly in its entirety. Not 
one Article of the Directive has been transposed effectively and correctly by all Member 
States.

 COM (2010) 602

There are currently 63 infringement proceedings launched against Member States in the 
area of free movement and residence of EU citizens.

 COM (2013) 270

In 2011, the Commission took action against twelve Member States. 

 COM (2017) n/a

By the end of 2013 the Commission had closed infringement proceedings against 
four Member States

Has any Member State correctly 
implemented Directive 2004/38?



Infringement cases remaining opened in 2017:
Austria (2011/2034) 
Belgium (2011/2033), 
Czech Republic (2011/2077), 
Germany (2011/2086), 
Lithuania (2011/2083), 
Poland (2011/2074), 
Sweden (2011/2060), 
UK (2011/2054) 

Cases closed: Cyprus, Italy, Malta, Spain (2013-2014)

Has any Member State correctly 
implemented Directive 2004/38?

Source: Commission, infringement decisions database



Transposition and application in EU27
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II. A Snapshot of Remaining
Obstacles



Sweden – Personnummer



 Personal identification number (issued by Skatteverket)

 10 (or 12) digit number

 YYMMDD-XXXX

Sweden – Personnummer



 Personal identification number (issued by Skatteverket)

 Compulsory for:
 renting accommodation
 opening a bank account
 obtaining a credit card
 mobile phone subscription
 internet subscription
 collecting mail at the post office
 obtaining medicine at a pharmacy
 demonstrating medical coverage when seeking treatment at a clinic or hospital
 registering a vehicle
 registering for free language classes
 signing an employment contract
 registering children in school or at kindergarten …

Sweden – Personnummer



Swedish Population Register Law (Folkbokföringslag 1991:481)

 §3 “After moving to Sweden, a person is expected to register 
with the official population register (folkbokföras). A person is 
considered a resident in Sweden when they are likely to be 
routinely spending their leisure time (either nightly/daily) in the 
country for at least one year. …”

Sweden – Personnummer



 A typical example:

“I am a British citizen and have just moved to Stockholm with my Australian 
husband. I am currently employed by a British company on a contact that 
will end in August [2017]. After this I will be looking for similar work in 
Stockholm.

My husband has a job offer with a company in Stockholm but needs his 
personnummer to start working.

Yesterday I received a rejection letter [from Skatteverket] stating that, 
because my employment was only for a few months, it was assumed (!) that 
I would not be staying in Sweden for more than a year. Therefore myself 
and my husband do not qualify for our person numbers.”

Sweden – Personnummer



 EU citizens denied personnummer

 Fixed-term workers

 Jobseekers

 Students

 Homemakers

 Pensioners

 Persons in pre-retirement

Sweden – Personnummer



Your Europe Advice enquiries
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UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



 Article 7(1), Directive 2004/38

“1. All Union citizens shall have the right of residence on the 
territory of another Member State for a period of longer than 
three months if they:

…

(b) have sufficient resources for themselves and their family 
members not to become a burden on the social assistance 
system of the host Member State during their period of 
residence and have comprehensive sickness insurance cover in 
the host Member State; …”

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



 Home Office guidance ‘European Economic Area nationals: 
qualified persons’ (February 2017)

“You can accept an EEA national or their family member as 
having CSI if they hold any form of insurance that will cover the 
costs of the majority of medical treatment they may receive in 
the UK. 
…
The definition of CSI does not include: 
…
access to the UK’s NHS.” 

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



 All persons who are ordinarily resident in the UK are 
entitled to access the National Health Service

 sections 1(3) and 175(2) NHS Act 2006

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



 All persons who are ordinarily resident in the UK are 
entitled to access the National Health Service

 sections 1(3) and 175(2) NHS Act 2006

but

 Home Office considers that reliance on the NHS 
constitutes a burden on “social assistance”

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



 All persons who are ordinarily resident in the UK are 
entitled to access the National Health Service

 sections 1(3) and 175(2) NHS Act 2006

but

 Home Office considers that reliance on the NHS 
constitutes a burden on “social assistance”

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance

“when we called the Home Office in December 2016 they told us that [my 
French wife] … needed comprehensive sickness insurance (CSI) and that she 
‘is not allowed to use the NHS’.” (AG)



 Typical complaints: lack of information provided by UK authorities

“No one ever told us about the CSI issue, it has never been mentioned by anyone until we had the vote in June and 
now it seem to be the point stopping a huge amount of us from claiming PR ( house wives, stay at home parents, 
carers, students, disabled etc )” (MC)

“something that I have not heard before” (MFK)

“I had not heard of such a requirement back then” [in 2000] (LD)

“I was at the time [in 2013] unaware of CSI requirements” (MEG)

“I had no idea I need CSI, since I could use NHS as I always have” (BL)

“I wasn't aware of the need of CSI before applying until recently” (SA) 

“It was a big shock when I found out about the CSI requirement last Summer” (SVT)

“I only realised through legal advice that I am not eligible for PR due to lack of CSI in 2016” (AG)

“I had never heard about CSI until after Brexit, and neither had thousands of other EU citizens in similar situations 
in the UK.” (MN)

“The response from the Home Office was that I should have known (?!)” (MT)

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



A typical case

 PP is a Latvian student whose Ethiopian wife works for the NHS

 Permanent residence document refused because he did not hold 
CSI

 couple has contributed over £35,000 by way of income tax and 
social security contributions during their nine years of residence

 Following the intervention of the EU Rights Clinic, PP was 
eventually issued a permanent residence document

 Home Office’s transitional policy for students waives the CSI 
requirement in respect of students who held a registration 
certificate issued prior to 20 June 2011

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



 EU citizens denied permanent residence in UK of they 
do not hold private healthcare insurance

 Students

 Homemakers

 Carers

 Persons in pre-retirement

 Workers earning less than £157 per week

UK – comprehensive sickness insurance



Your Europe Advice enquiries
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“I am very worried about what my situation will be in 2 years' 
time as I could end up being considered illegally here.” (DW)

UK – comprehensive sickness 
insurance



 “up to 1 million EU citizens in this country could be at risk of 
deportation from the day the UK leaves the EU”

UK – comprehensive sickness 
insurance



 “up to 1 million EU citizens in this country could be at risk of 
deportation from the day the UK leaves the EU”

UK – comprehensive sickness 
insurance
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 3.2046m EU citizens citizens living in the UK

 2.2249 m were in work (69.4%) 

 980,607 EU citizens do not work (30.6%) 

 at risk of deportation if they do not hold private healthcare 
insurance

Sources: Eurostat, [migr_pop1ctz] and [lfsq_pganws] datasets for 2016 <http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/>

UK – comprehensive sickness 
insurance

http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/


Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens
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 Judicial appeals

 Conseil du Contentieux des Etrangers / Raad voor
Vreemdelingenbetwistingen

Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



 Judicial appeals

 Conseil du Contentieux des Etrangers / Raad voor
Vreemdelingenbetwistingen

 control of legality

Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



 Judicial appeals

 Conseil du Contentieux des Etrangers / Raad voor
Vreemdelingenbetwistingen

 control of legality

 no new evidence can be presented that was not presented to 
Immigration Office

Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



 Judicial appeals

 Conseil du Contentieux des Etrangers / Raad voor
Vreemdelingenbetwistingen

 control of legality

 assessment made on date decision made (not date decision notified)

Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



 Judicial appeals

 Conseil du Contentieux des Etrangers / Raad voor
Vreemdelingenbetwistingen

 control of legality

 appeal inadmissible if residence card issued following new application 

Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



 Judicial appeals

 Conseil du Contentieux des Etrangers / Raad voor
Vreemdelingenbetwistingen

 control of legality

 no possibility to safeguard acquired periods of residence

Belgium – Expulsion of EU citizens



rights.clinic@ecas.org

 EU Rights Clinic blog

 http://blogs.kent.ac.uk/eu-rights-clinic/

Further information

mailto:rights.clinic@ecas.org
http://blogs.kent.ac.uk/eu-rights-clinic/

